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This book is a very important resource for parents facing the normal uncertainty of how to
proceed next after their child receives an autism spectrum diagnosis. The authors share
perspectives through different lenses. This family-centered strategy incorporates researched-
based techniques and attentive compassion useful in making remarkable progress for the
client. This book is a great source for a mother or father seeking empathy and knowledge, as
you navigate your own unique path. Additionally, you will receive Casi’s professional
observations and insights for his or her boy, along with commentary on a wider variance of
issues and dynamics faced by many family members. Professionals serving kids with special
needs may also benefit from discovering the dual perspectives on behavioral therapy
delivered with a family-centered mindset. Through the entire book, you will see a transparent
account from Carrie and Jacob about their family’s unexpected journey with autism.
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Parent/professional collaboration at its best! The techniques written in this publication are
assets that I will implement in my everyday life. An Educative Resource Though I am not a
parent of a kid on the spectrum, I was motivated to read this book as an educator. While it will
not gloss over the struggles parents may encounter before and after a kid is diagnosed with
autism, the reserve beautifully illustrates how much progress can be produced when parents
and specialists interact and value each various other’s perspectives and knowledge. But this
book with its collaborative work of parents and therapist could be of great help and ease
and comfort to a family struggling with an autistic child. is a fine example of that principle in
action. Your Child Has Autism. The specialized information offered by co-author Casi Olson
may at times seem overwhelming, but it is balanced by the heartfelt parental tips and
encouragement that co-writer Carrie Woolman and her hubby Jacob are so eager to tell
other parents. Of training course, the real hero of the story is Daniel, who, through his hard
work, makes amazing progress in his development as a happy and capable boy. Enlightening I
write this as a grandmother with a grandchild about the spectrum. The all inclusive approach
taken by the co-authors and father in working with the youngster give even more insight and
understanding how this can benefit any family. All family members with a kid on the spectrum
would benifit from reading and discussing this book. We are all in this together family members
therapist and friends. I love the team strategy. The publication is filled up with love, interest
and deep dedication to accomplish whatever they can because of this blessed child. I
appreciate the actual fact that the fathers feelings and fears are presented in his own terms. I
love how this book gives parents multiple choices to get the appropriate types of providers
necessary for each individual.We all have a stake in every child. Please read and present one
to a family you know. But this book using its collaborative work of parents and therapist could
be of great help and ease and comfort to a family struggling with an ... To possess a child
diagnosed in the Autism Spectrum is a path that a family cannot comprehend its full impact will
have. Now What? Sources of solutions are explained for those looking for assistance and family
members dynamics are organized so as to give more indicating to those thinking how exactly
to cope with the youngster. This publication is written so clearly and is actually very easy to
navigate. The assets in the book are so valuable and right there close at hand. The
publication is both emotional and practical. It is a classic valuable asset not quickly found in
other assets. In each of those capacities, my co-workers and I recognized that we would only
be effective if we collaborated with the people we were hoping our function would benefit.
Five Stars An engaging and heart-felt journey from two different perspectives. Educators and
parents will often take different sides of a situation when trying to know what is best for a child
on the spectrum. If you ask me, parents want what's best because of their child in every method
while a teacher's main concentrate is establishing the best education. This difference of
opinions and approach can put families and teachers between a rock and a difficult place.
After scanning this reserve I felt I acquired a better understanding of the role a parent assumes
when raising a child on the spectrum. This reserve is one I will refer to often, and will be a
continuous reminder to be patient, be supportive, and be a reliable advocate for parents and
households with a kid who has Autism. This collaborative guide for parents was extremely
beneficial to me as a teacher because it helped me better know very well what a family
members with a child on the spectrum may be going through in the home. If you possess a child
or know of somebody with a kid on the autism spectrum, you will gain a fresh appreciation and
a guide to services through reading this book. A must read for the Autism community I highly
recommend this publication to whoever has a young one on the Autism spectrum.This book



happens to be a find whether a kid is newly diagnosed or is few months or years along in their
journey. What I loved the most about this book is usually reading the dads perspectives. As a
father of a kid with autism I could feel an overwhelming link with the words written in this book.
For nearly 30 years, I had the pleasure of working with and for people with developmental
disabilities and their own families as a researcher, advocate, and public plan advisor. This
book should be shared throughout any and all who have a member of family or friend in the
autism community.
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